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Don't ever read poetry? Do you tend to avoid it because it might be too challenging? I know I frequently do.

However, I recently discovered an exception to the rule. Local poet Teow Lim Goh has written a stunning new
collection which aims to recreate a lost piece of history while managing to be highly accessible at the same time.

It’s gripping enough that I read it cover to cover and in one sitting, twice.

Between 1910 and 1940, Chinese immigrants to the U.S. were detained on Angel Island in San Francisco Bay for
processing. Similar to Ellis Island, hopefuls waited in bureaucratic hell for weeks and months, sometimes years, and
some of these people wrote poems on the walls of their prison.

Much of the men’s poetry survived, but most of the women’s words were destroyed in a fire in 1940. The fire
effectively brought on the station’s permanent closure.

Goh’s work re-imagines what those lost poems might have looked like.

In Islanders, unendurable loss and suffering are often spoken of, and underlying secrets are hinted at, but the reader
can only guess at true meaning.

The verses are frequently short, but their brevity makes them explosively powerful. Over the course of 90 pages the
reader is given a view of men and women who are willing to do anything to survive. Their struggle is one that,
although forgotten by many, must be remembered, and speaks to us as strongly now as it did a century ago.

The people of this collection are the other, the feared, the unknown. We know these people from today’s headlines.
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They are perceived as job stealers and spreaders of disease and moral unrest. They are blamed when things go
wrong and when we need someone to scapegoat.

The perspectives here aren’t solely reserved for the immigrants, though. We are also privy to the views of officers
who work on Angel Island and who process and profit from the immigrant residents.

Also present are the citizens of San Francisco who fear and abhor the immigrants. Goh also ensures we hear from
the rich men who offered these potential immigrants work in the first place.

The interlocking verses (frequently characters overlap between narratives) show that a wide array of actors played a
role in this story. The speed at which the frames of reference change is dizzying, and one yearns for more detail, but
these viewpoints are fleeting and offer only glimpses.

When I was finished, I wanted to hear more from these voices. Alas, we are given only a brief look here, a glimpse
that filters the past through the present and aims to teach a lesson in compassion and humanity. Goh succeeds at
this and then some with her breathtaking collection.

Clichéd as it might sound, this collection is for people who don’t (or think they don’t) like poetry.

Teow Lin Goh will be taking part in the First Annual Denver Lit Crawl on Friday, Sept. 2. Tickets are free if acquired
prior to the day of the event. Go to eventbrite.com for more information.
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